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Genetic basis of neural tube defects. I. Regulatory genes

for the neurulation process
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Abstract. Neural tube defects (NTD) together with cardiovascular system defects are

the most common malformations in the Polish population (2.05-2.68/1000 newborns).

They arise during early embryogenesis and are caused by an improper neural groove

closure during the neurulation process. NTD can arise from the influence of specific en-

vironmental factors on the foetus. The genetic factor is also very important, because

NTDs have multigenetic conditioning. It was suggested that genes connected with

the regulation of neurulation could also be involved in NTD aetiology, especially when

their deletion or modification leads to neural tube defects in the mouse model. Exam-

ples are genes from the PAX family, T (Brachyury), BRCA1 and PDGFRA genes.
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The neurulation process

Neural tube defects arise between the third and fourth week of embryogenesis and

are caused by an improper closure of the neural groove during neurulation.

The process begins at about the eighteenth day of gestation, from the moment

when the notochord mesoderm and the notochord outgrowth induce the prolifera-

tion and differentiation of ectodermal cells. Neuroinduction initiates the swelling

of the neuroectoderm, which builds the neural plate growing in the direction of

the primitive streak (Figure 1). At the 20th day of embryogenesis side parts of

the neural plate rise (the neural groove) and become closer. From the fourth

somite the neural folds join each other and this initiates the closure of the neural
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groove in the caudal and cranial direction. At the 26th day of gestation the cranial

neuropore closes, and two days later the caudal one does. From the neural tube,

during embryogenesis, the brain and a part of the spine arise (SADLER 1993,

BARTEL 1995).

The completion of primary neurulation is secondary neurulation, during which

the canalisation of the tube in the caudal direction and the differentiation of sacral

and lumbar segments ensue. This process does not need the induction of the neural

plate and occurs without the neuroectoderm. From undifferentiated cells, a part of

the caudal colliculus, the spinal plate arises. In this tissue a cavity differentiates,

which is the terminal part of the spinal canal. The secondary neurulation lasts till

the end of the seventh week of gestation, and then the parts, which arise during

both neurulation processes, join each other. The place of the merger, which lies

between the first and second lumbar vertebrae, is subjected to the formation of

the myelocele. From the mesoderm, which surrounds the neural tube, the spinal

cord, scull and meninges differentiate. Disturbances in this process (the secondary

changes) can lead to the spina bifida or the defective development of the cranial

vault (MIKIEL-KOSTYRA 1998).

The model of central nervous system differentiation, called the zipper model,

presented above, does not explain why the frequency of defects in specific parts of

neural tube differs. It also does not show why in families where the neural tube de-
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Figure 1. Scheme of the embryo’s transverse cross-sections during the neurulation process

A = neural plate stage, B = neural groove stage, C = neural tube stage



fect has a multifactorial inheritance (genetic predisposition and environmental

factors) or is correlated with a specific disease syndrome, the location of the defect

is quite specific. A model was proposed, where the closure of the neural tube be-

gins in several distinct points and goes in different directions (Figure 2). The hy-

pothesis of the multi-site closure of the neural tube in humans was built on

the observation of the NTD’s location in cases described in literature and can ex-

plain the pathogenesis of most NTDs (VAN ALLEN et al. 1993).
The starting point of this hypothesis was an investigation carried out on animal

models (mainly mice). Along the dorsal band in mice, four different points, where
the neural folds join one another, can be identified (Figure 2). The critical moment
for neurulation is the lifting of the side parts of the neural plate. This process is
connected with a profound change of cell shape. That is the result of the expres-
sion of several genes. The exact course of the neural fold lifting is not known, but
the biochemical and tissue processes become involved in it (HARRIS, JURILOFF

1999).

The multi-site neural tube closure model suggests the existence of five closure

points of neural folds in humans. This indicates the existence of additional

neuropores, which are the most frequent site for the defect. For different defects

the perturbation in the neurulation process occurs in a defined part of the neural

tube. For example the most frequent point for the encephalocele is the surrounding

of additional neuropores. Also teratogenic factors cause the defect location in

a defined place (e.g. alcohol – 1,2; carbamezapine – 2; the caudal part of 1),

as well as the co-existence of disease syndromes (e.g. Meckel syndrome – 4)

(VAN ALLEN et al. 1993).
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Figure 2. Schematic location of neural tube closure sites and neuropores

A = zipper model, B = multisite closure model in human, C = multisite closure model in mice;

Abbreviations: PN = primary neurulation, SN = secondary neurulation, ANP = anterior neuropore,

PNP = posterior neuropore, PrNP = prosecephalic neuropore, MNP = mesencephalic neuropore



Regulatory genes of the neurulation process

T (Brachyury) – transcription factor T gene

The human T gene, which is localized on chromosome 6 (6q27), encodes a protein

built of 435 amino acids. T protein is a strongly conserved transcription factor.

The whole peptide shows 91% homology with the murine protein. In the DNA

binding domain, the similarity in the amino acid sequence is up to 100%. T protein

binds DNA by a specific motif called the T-box, which lies on the N-terminal end

of the polypeptide. The peptide accumulates in the nucleus, but it is not known

which genes are regulated by the T transcription factor. It has been suggested that

T protein can be involved in mesoderm development (EDWARDS et al. 1996).

Two polymorphisms were identified in the T gene. The first, A530G (G177D),

is localized in the DNA binding domain, strongly conserved in evolution.

This substitution does not have a strong influence on the binding of the transcrip-

tion factor to DNA, but it makes the protein less stable (PAPAPETROU et al. 1997).

Additionally in intron 7 of the human T gene three possible alleles were identified:

TIVS7-1, TIVS7-2, TIVS7-3. The second of them had a higher frequency in

the group of people with NTD (MORRISON et al. 1996). It is not known how

the polymorphism in an intron can influence the development of the defect.

The simplest explanation is that it can provoke disturbances in mRNA alternative

splicing, but it was also suggested that TIVS7 could be a marker for another poly-

morphism, with which it is correlated.

BRCA1 – tumor supressor BRCA1 gene

A transcription factor, which can be indirectly involved in the formation of

the neural tube, is BRCA1 – a tumor suppressor. This protein inhibits the prolifer-

ation of epithelial cells and probably gives a signal to the differentiation of

neuroepithelial cells. A clear correlation between mutations in BRCA1 gene and

NTD in humans has not been established so far, but the disease was observed in

experimental animals with disrupted alleles of the Brca1 gene (see also part "Mice

with NTD as an experimental model") (GOWEN et al. 1996).

Also no correlation has been found between two frequent polymorphisms in

the BRCA1 gene: (A4956G (S1613G), A1186G (Q365R)) and NTD, although it

cannot be excluded that these polymorphisms are risk factor for the defect. Proba-

bly, additional environmental factors are necessary for incorrect neurulation

(MORRISON et al. 1998).

In humans mutations in the BRCA1 gene are responsible for about 50% cases

of inherited breast cancer and increase the risk of ovarian, prostate and colon can-

cer (DUROCHER et al. (1996)). In people with breast or ovarian cancer, 285 muta-

tions have been identified in the BRCA1 gene so far. A part of them have

a missense or nonsense character or disrupt mRNA alternative splicing and some

are insertions or deletions (Human Gene Mutation Database, Cardiff).
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The family of PAX genes

PAX genes encode transcription factors, which play a key role in the organism de-

velopment. They are conserved in evolution. Each transcription factor from

the PAX family has a DNA binding domain called the paired-box domain, which

is built of 128 amino acids (384 nucleotides). Some PAX genes also have

a homeobox, but it can be shorter than in typical "homeobox genes". Another ele-

ment, conserved among PAX genes, is a region encoding a sequence of eight

amino acids (HSIDGILG), located in the vicinity of the paired domain. PAX genes

are spread on various chromosomes. Although the expression of some of them oc-

curs in adult organism tissues, their function is also strongly correlated with em-

bryonic development. The expression of all PAX genes, except PAX1 and PAX9,

is connected with the early nervous system development, but their activity time

differs, and their expression is not restricted to nervous tissues (STRACHAN, READ

1994).

In humans mutations in the PAX3 gene are correlated with the Waardenburg

syndrome type I – a disease with autosomal dominant inheritance, which symp-

toms are pigmentary defects (improper melanocyte migration from the neural

crest) and a loss of hearing. Beside these characteristic signs, neural tube defects,

especially spina bifida, muscular system defects or the Hirschprung disease can be

observed in patients with the Waardenburg syndrome. Several mutations were

identified in the PAX3 gene, among them insertions and deletions, alternative

splice site mutations, reading frame changes, nonsense and missense mutations

(STRACHAN, READ 1994).

Another gene from the PAX family, which mutations can be a risk factor for

the NTD aetiology, is the PAX1 gene. Although the protein encoded by this gene

was not detected in central nervous system tissues, it was suggested that PAX1

mutations, with an appropriate genetic background, could lead to improper verte-

bra development and cause spina bifida occulta (STRACHAN, READ 1994).

PDGFRA – the platelet derived growth factor alpha gene

The correlation between variants of the platelet derived growth factor recep-

tor gene and neurulation process is also presented in literature. This gene is

activated by the PAX1 transcription factor. Defects of its regulatory function

lead to an improper expression of the PDGRFA gene, which can cause NTD

(see also part "Mice with NTD as an experimental model") (OMIM –

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/OMIM/).

Five possible variants in the promoter region of the human platelet derived

growth factor receptor gene were identified during the analysis of this gene (Fig-

ure 3). Each of them has a different transcriptional activity. PDGFR gene expres-

sion is about 6 times stronger for H2� and H2� variants compared to other

combinations. These variants have higher frequencies in patients with isolated

spina bifida compared to the control group and the result has statistical signifi-
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cance (p < 0.01). In the same group, variant H1 was not observed in the homozy-

gous state, so it is possible that this allele is not correlated with the NTD aetiology.

The “protective” effect of the H1/H1 genotype was not found in the group with fa-

milial cases of NTD. It is possible that additional factors are necessary for disease

development. The heterozygous genotype H1/H2 was more frequent in groups of

patients with isolated NTD and familial NTD compared to the control population,

but authors did not find a possible explanation for this fact (JOOSTEN et al. 2001).

Mice with NTD as an experimental model

Experimental models for NTD pathogenesis are mice, in which neural tube de-

fects occurred. About 60 such lines have been established so far. Some of them

have deleted or modified genes responsible for the intracellular signal

transduction, cell physiology or involved in oncogenic processes. In contrast, in

mouse lines where a gene is expressed during embryogenesis, or its product is

present in cells building the neural groove (e.g. Otx1 and Emx2 transcription fac-

tors), did not have neural tube defects (HARRIS, JURILOFF 1997).

Most of the mouse lines, beside NTD, show also other developmental abnor-

malities. Some of them die during early gestation, before the full closure of

the neural groove suggesting that genes mutated in these lines may not correlate
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Figure 3. Genetic variants of PDGFRA gene promoter, resulting from polymorphisms placed

between –1589 and 118 nucleotides. In the table, nucelotides which differ in promoter

variants, are marked in grey (based on JOOSTEN et al. 2001)



with NTD. Other lines, where fetuses survive longer, they very often have defects

in tissues derived from the neural crest (e.g. Splotch line – mutated Pax3 gene)

(HARRIS, JURILOFF 1997).
In some lines, mice with different genotypes have the same NTD type suggest-

ing that the development of each part of the neural tube has a polygenic character.
Moreover, some mutated genes can also play an important role in the whole neural
tube closure (HARRIS, JURILOFF 1997).

The environment also has an impact on the frequency of neural tube defects in
individual mouse mutants. In the case of Splotch (Pax3) or Folbp1 (the folate re-
ceptor gene) lines, folate or thymidine supplementation decreases the frequency
of defects by 40% and 90%, respectively. In other mutants the same effect can be
achieved by methionine (Axd – Axial defects), inositol (curly tail – ct) or pu-
rine#5001 (SELH/Bc) administration suggesting that other food ingredients, be-
side folate, can be used to prevent NTD development (JURILOFF, HARRIS 2000).

The T gene is active during early mouse embryogenesis. The product of this

gene is essential for the proper posterior axial skeleton development. Mice with

two mutated alleles die during early gestation and show abnormalities in tissues of

mesodermal origin (e.g. spina bifida). Heterozygous mice have shorter tails, an in-

correct structure of the axial skeleton and sometimes fusions between the gut and

the neural tube (EDWARDS et al. 1996).
Mice with two damaged Brca1 alleles die during early embryogenesis. A total

of 40% of mice with only one functional Brca1 allele have anencephaly or various
degrees of spina bifida. The nervous epithelium is improperly organized and
shows more intensive proliferation (GOWEN et al. 1996).

Murine mutants Splotch, which show higher frequencies of NTD, have a mu-
tated Pax3 gene. These mice, beside neural tube defects, have limb defects and
show a lack of cells derived from the neural crest (melanocytes, ganglia, etc.)
(STRACHAN, READ 1994).

Also a breed born from the cross of two mouse lines: undulated (un – mutated
Pax1 gene) and Patch (Ph, mutated Pdgfra gene) has neural tube defects with
a high frequency (JOOSTEN et al. 1998). Mice with only a deleted Pdgfra gene
show disturbances in axial skeleton development. Mice lacking the growth factor
encoded by the Pdgfra gene die during gestation, and their neural tube is wider.
Abnormalities in the formation of vertebra in the thoracic and cervical region are
also observed very often (SORIANO 1997).

The examples of genes described above, which can be correlated with the neu-
ral tube defect aetiology, do not present a complete list of possible factors causing
NTD development. Because NTDs can be determined by many genes, it is possi-
ble that combinations of mutations in various genes in different people cause
the same phenotype.
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